
Emotions of Humanity - John 11:28-37 11-21-21
The creation of God is incredible and none more incredible than the human being. The 

human being is so complex. If our blood vessels were laid out end to end they would be 
anywhere between 60,000 to 100,000 miles long. We have over 600 muscles in our bodies. Every 
second we produce 25 million new cells. When we are babies we have 300 bones, but when we 
get to be adults we have 206 bones. Yet we are born with no kneecaps. 60% of our body is water. 
Our small intestine itself is about 23 feet long. Our thumb has its own pulse. We can’t breath and 
swallow at the same time. And while awake our brain produces enough electricity to light a 
lightbulb. But what’s even more extraordinary than our physical makeup is human emotion. The 
human being has 6 basic emotions joy, love, surprise, fear, anger, and sadness. Each one of those 
runs off into a plethora of other forms of that emotion. Joy can include happiness, zealousness, 
contentment, satisfaction. Love can include affection, thankfulness, passion, compassion. 
Surprise can include confusion, speechlessness, shock, disillusionment. Fear can include panic, 
anxiousness, being scared, insecurity. Anger can include irritability, jealousness, hatred, 
resentment. Sadness can include depression, agony, hurt, loneliness. And these are just a few 
examples that show how complex and extraordinary the creation of human beings is. 

Emotion really gets into the stamp of being made in the image of God. He has given us 
these characteristics, because these characteristics are a reflection of Him. Yet there is no 
comparison or equality to us, because God is the self-existent God who is sinless in His nature 
and particularly here, in all His emotion. When He is jealous His jealously is a holy, righteous, 
and sinless jealousy. When He is compassionate His compassion is a holy, righteous, and sinless 
compassion. And He is even more different from us, because there are a lot of emotions that we 
have that are a product of our sinfulness. And these are emotions that God does not have like 
confusion or being terrified or anxiousness. So as someone has a genuine love for God produced 
by the Spirit they can then recognize how beautiful human emotion is, because it is a mark of 
being made in the image of God. And even more, it is a reminder of what happened to that image 
of God in the fall. It didn’t go away completely, but it got corrupted and changed, because of sin 
in the heart. We can see this even more so in what should be good human emotions, but because 
of sin they can be turned to wickedness. Romantic love can turn to lust and uncontrolled passion 
and sensuality. Pride can turn to a self-exaltation and a boasting that, at the root, seeks to glorify 
self. All the while, in these emotions, we have a built in barometer where we can know when 
these emotions are right or wrong and that is the conscience. This is embedded in every human 
by God and in that everyone knows that God exists, yet there is a lot of suppressing that 
knowledge, that acknowledgment, because we, by nature in our sin, don’t want to worship God 
and give Him the glory, honor, and praise that is due Him. We would rather worship ourselves, 
the creature and we do so in many different ways. 

All this to say that we are emotional people. Sometimes that is a good thing and 
sometimes that is not. One thing is for sure though and that is this, if we have been brought to 
life by the grace of God then our emotions ought to be alive, turned Godward, and ought to show 
growing evidence of Christlikeness in quality. Our emotion in this context should never be 
deliberately suppressed for any reason like being stoic is a kind of virtue. Nor should our 
emotions be forced and fabricated in a fakeness. Each, suppression and fabrication, can be sinful 
and an offense to God. When the new heart is alive then emotion will come and many who have 
a new heart will show their emotion in many different ways, so there is not one specific mold to 



fit in. And that’s another beauty of the work of grace. God affects each of His adopted sons and 
daughters in different ways. And we should never be afraid or ashamed to show that emotion 
when it genuinely comes out. In these narrative accounts we can learn a lot about human emotion 
whether wicked or godly. Here we see some great examples of human emotion within the context 
of a heavy situation, an emotional situation. So as we study this passage we will examine some 
emotions of the three people in this passage. We will first 1) take a look at the emotions of the 
Jews. Then we will 2) look at the emotions of Mary. And lastly we will 3) look at the emotions of 
Jesus. 

All throughout this Gospel of John the Jews have been a tough group of people to 
understand and take in. They are often doing one thing and then another. They are often divided 
and quarreling amongst themselves. They are often said to believe in Jesus yet in many of those 
cases we come to find out that their belief is a superficial belief and not a belief that expresses 
genuine salvation. They are often externally righteous in outward appearance yet highly 
emotional in wanting to kill the Messiah Himself. Here we essentially see the Jews acting in two 
ways, one, with customary emotions, and two, with conflicted emotions. 

First with their customary emotions these Jews are there in the house consoling Mary and 
then they follow Mary when she leaves, because they think she is going to the tomb, which was 
customary to do during that time. Now, there most likely was some genuine emotion toward 
Mary and Lazarus’s death as many of them probably knew them personally, so in that sense they 
were weeping with those who weep in a humanly speaking sense. But we have to notice the 
customary mentality of this where this was just what they did in tradition or just was something 
they were supposed to do in their routine of life and culture. Again, there no doubt was some 
genuineness of their emotion, because of the situation, but along with that we have to remember 
the whole thrust of their life was an outward religion and was to please God by outward action. 
So in this we can get the sense that they were just following the crowd, following the drama. 
These people have done this before. It has been a pattern for them before. It’s like they get swept 
up in the moment more for the moment and not for the reason of the moment. The Jews got 
swept up in fanaticism when Jesus fed the 5,000 yet when it came to the reason for the moment 
as they got into listening to the teaching of Jesus they then left, because they were really just 
following the drama, the excitement, and not Jesus Himself for who He truly was and for why 
He truly came. So here there may have easily been some fabricated emotion that was swept up in 
the situation and that played into their customary way of life that they thought was religious in a 
good way. 

This is an area where many people ought to be careful. Many people can and do get 
swept up in a customary emotional religiosity that is mostly just an outwardly expression. One 
place that people can do this is with music. People can put on an outward show of emotion that is 
more fabricated from some other motive than a pure worship of God. People can do this with 
raising their hands or other actions that come off looking religious. If this is genuine new heart 
affections pointed truly toward Jesus then that is fantastic and there ought to be more of it, but 
there is a lot of Christianity that is swept up in a false worship or a fabricated emotionalism with 
no heart for Jesus and the truth that is in Him. And there are many other customary emotions that 
can fit into this. One other place this happens that’s opposite to what I just mentioned is a type of 
stoicism where you shouldn’t really show any emotion or deliberately try not to. You should 
control your emotions and by controlling them those who say that really mean that you should 



suppress them, because that is the customary thing to do. You should act that way, because what 
is heavily implied if not downright believed is that that’s what is right and pleasing to God. Both 
extremes are wrong and damaging. Now, we may need some restraint sometimes depending on 
the emotion or our motives or our tendencies, but all of how we navigate that ought to be 
genuine and real with real emotion being free to express itself when it comes.

Secondly, we also see these Jews having conflicted emotions as they react to Jesus 
weeping in verses 36 and 37. As I mentioned before this was common within this group of 
people. Many times they were back and forth on opinions and it comes off most of the time as a 
sense of grumbling or murmuring, which caused divisions among them. A previous example of 
this was in John 7:40-44, which said, “When they heard these words [from Jesus], some of the 
people said, “This really is the Prophet.” Other said, “This is the Christ.” But some said, “Is the 
Christ to come from Galilee? Has not the Scripture said that the Christ comes from the offspring 
of David, and comes from Bethlehem, the village where David was?” So there was a division 
among the people over him. Some of them wanted to arrest him, but no one laid hands on him.” 
Here in our text we see some taken by the real love that Jesus had for Lazarus, but some 
questioned, because wasn’t it logical that if Jesus opened the eyes of the blind man then he 
should’ve kept Lazarus from dying? Instead of honest questions that go to the source to seek the 
truth these are conflicted emotions that can come out in murmuring and they can be destructive 
when it simmers between people. We see a further split later in this chapter where some were 
said to believe in Jesus and some went further to the other extreme and reported what Jesus had 
done to the leaders of the Jews, the Pharisees, which had the intent to get Jesus arrested and get 
rid of Him. So the conflicted emotions, and especially the murmuring of opposition could’ve 
been dealt with if they had gone directly to the source, Jesus. But that’s just the trouble with 
conflicted emotions, especially when they come from unbelief and they come out in a 
murmuring amongst people. This example of conflicted emotions where grumbling or 
murmuring occurs without going to an original source or without going through other proper 
lines of communication are damaging, especially when they happen amongst the body of Christ.  

Now, having mentioned some negative emotions that we can see here, there are positive 
emotions when we get to Mary. Coming back from her meeting with Jesus Martha goes straight 
to Mary and privately tells her that Jesus is there and was calling for her. When Mary heard this 
she immediately arose and did so quickly and went to Jesus, which that going to Jesus was 
probably quick as well. The one she had been hoping for to come had finally come, so in her 
action we ought to recognize her passionate enthusiastic emotion. And this emotion is magnified 
when we bring in the fact that Jesus was calling her specifically, and only her. Now, addressing 
this emotion we also have to take into account what she says to Jesus. She says, “Lord, if you 
had been here, my brother would not have died.” Though this statement seems on the surface to 
be coming from a place of questioning and maybe accusation we have to recognize that even if 
there is a struggle in there, all her action and emotion comes from faith. This is clear from her 
falling at Jesus’ feet to her addressing Him as Lord to her responding to His call immediately. 
This is a passionate attentiveness that we see with Mary in other places. She falls at His feet a 
total of three times and in Luke 10 she, according to Jesus, chooses what is better in listening to 
the words of Jesus when she sits at His feet while Martha is busy doing. So the emotion that we 
ought to see from her is a passionate enthusiasm that reacts to the call of Jesus even when it may 
show signs of a mixing of corruption. 



How is our reaction when Jesus is calling us, to meet with us where He is? Those who are 
Christ’s possession can recognize His calling in the gathering of the body of Christ, in the study 
of Scripture, in our times of prayer, and in the going out into the world to testify to the truth that 
is in Jesus and to live within God’s purpose for us. So when He calls us to Himself to fulfill His 
purposes in these areas of the Christian life do we rise up quickly and go? Do we go with the 
genuine emotion of passionate enthusiasm? For many, going to gather with the body of Christ is 
a struggle, especially to do it consistently, faithfully. And not out of coerced obligation, but out of 
a genuine desire and hunger. For many, the study of Scripture is boring, not something we are 
into, because we don’t like to read, and we’ve got other things to do. For many, prayer is an after 
thought, we’re too busy for that. For many, going out into the world to fulfill the Great 
Commission whether individually in day to day life or collectively as a church effort is not 
necessary anymore. Our religion needs to be private nowadays, so there’s no urgency for us to be 
in the public square with the truth of God governing our lives. What’s happening for many, if it is 
religious enthusiasm under the name of Christianity, is that it is passion without spiritual life. 
Many are running around doing religious things, but, for one, Jesus hasn’t called them to Himself 
for salvation in the first place, and secondly, when that’s the case then their passionate 
enthusiasm is just idolatry and a form of self worship with a religion that they made for 
themselves. 

If there is new life in us, though there is the reality of war, there will be a deep burning 
emotion to be with Christ in all of life. And in any of those areas when we are there we will be 
essentially falling at His feet. When we fall at the feet of Jesus, like Mary, the Lord of glory is 
exalted and we are brought low. He is high and lifted up in the position that He ought to be in, 
which is one of Lordship, one of Kingly rule, one of supreme royalty. We are also in the place of 
submission. This emotion, at the feet of Jesus, is reverential worship. We present ourselves as a 
living sacrifice bent prostrate or bowed down before Him. This posture of being at the feet of 
Jesus is reminiscent of what has been said, “Nothing in my hands I bring, simply to the cross I 
cling.” It is to say that all of me is brought low, so that I may see all of Jesus. It is also the self 
denial of following Christ and it is the posture of reverence to the one who alone is Lord over my 
life. There as we look upon Him our whole self is fixed on Him in devotion and submission. 

In the gathering of the body of Christ to be at the feet of Jesus in reverential worship is to 
be fixed on Christ with no distractions. These distractions can be our daily cares being too caught 
up with the world. They can be our traditions we have set up in our church identity to where 
we’ve stacked other things in front of Jesus and we are too busy with those, even while trying to 
be at His feet. You can’t be at the feet of Jesus when there are other things stacked there with 
you. Also, in the function or structure of the church to be at the feet of Jesus in that regard is to 
truly operate with Jesus as the Head of the church. To be at the feet of Jesus in the study of 
Scripture is to recognize the infallibility and authority of Jesus in His Word. He is without error 
and speaks no lies and His teaching and commandments are authoritative over you. So the study 
of Scripture at the feet of Jesus is the posture of submission to what He has said without an 
ongoing fight to interject our opinions and standards. Also, to be at the feet of Jesus in this regard 
is to be fed by Him as He provides for us in His Word. In prayer, to be at the feet of Jesus is to 
express and actually be utterly dependent upon Jesus for everything. With this it is fundamental 
to know the true Jesus and the truth about Jesus, which can only be produced by God’s grace. 
With going out into all the world in the Great Commission to be in the posture of being at the 



feet of Jesus shows both a recognition that souls are at stake, so that our call by Christ is not 
something to take lightly and it shows that we are dependent upon Him for the results as He is 
the sovereign one full of sovereign grace. So all these pictures of being at the feet of Jesus show 
how living faith is worshipping the Lord of glory, which affects all of life. 

This Lord of glory is fully God and He is fully man. Being fully man means that He has 
all the emotions we do, but without sin. So as we look at the emotions of humanity, when it 
comes to Jesus we must recognize that we are looking at the pure and sinless emotions of 
humanity without any corruption in the flesh whatsoever. This includes any emotion that we may 
tend to think are bad, but when they are expressed from the holiness and righteousness of Christ 
and they are aimed at sin and its effects then they are not bad. We can even have these emotions 
yet they will not be perfectly pure all the time like Jesus. We are commanded to be angry yet to 
not let the sun go down on our anger. So we can have a good anger, but we can also corrupt that 
and turn it sinful if we are not careful. Jesus can’t corrupt it. All His emotions are pure and we 
see two here. 

First, we see Jesus’s indignation and agitation. “33 When Jesus saw her weeping, and the 
Jews who had come with her also weeping, he was deeply moved in his spirit and greatly 
troubled.” This saying, “deeply moved in His spirit” is to be angry. Quite literally it is to snort 
like an angry horse. It expresses a strong indignation with a deep feeling that is moved by 
significant displeasure. And added to this emotion is being greatly troubled, which is like if you 
put your hand in a tub of water and swirl it around stirring the water with strength and speed then 
the water is deeply agitated. Jesus was angry and agitated. Why? For one, in His humanity, Jesus 
is seeing the heaviness of the effects of sin from a sinless point of view. This is a holy hatred of 
sin primarily. A holiness that comes from the sinless nature of Christ. What also could be a part 
of this too is that these people, even including Mary, though there is living faith from her, these 
people are acting as if they are caught up in a hopelessness. Their weeping is a loud wailing that 
may be coming across like a grief without hope. Most of which could be true as many of these 
Jews probably are unbelievers. But even Mary could at least be acting like there is no hope. 
Doesn’t she remember what Jesus said, that this illness would not lead to death? This may be 
part of Jesus’ indignation. But it all comes back to a holy hatred for sin and its effects. 

This begs the question, do we have this emotion? Psalm 119:104, “Through your precepts 
I get understanding; therefore I hate every false way.” Romans 12:9, “Let love be genuine. Abhor 
what is evil; hold fast to what is good.” Proverbs 8:13, “The fear of the LORD is hatred of evil. 
Pride and arrogance and the way of evil and perverted speech I hate.” This emotion comes from 
an understanding of the depth of sin and how wicked sin is. With the new heart there is hatred for 
that. We hate it, because it is an offense to God and because we have eyes that see sin for what it 
truly is now. This anger can get even more fueled when the wickedness wears the mask of 
Christian on the outside. Falsehood and lies ought to really anger us when they are coming from 
those who claim to be Christian. This is all in the context of righteous anger that we ought to 
have, but we need to either respond in love for souls in love and truth or we are to leave it in the 
hands of God. We are to not let the indignation linger. Jesus doesn’t let it linger. He responds 
immediately by turning His attention to what He is going to do with Lazarus. He is the 
resurrection and the life. That is why He came. He came not to judge. That will come later. He 
came to seek and to save that which is lost and so this emotion drives Him there. It ought to drive 
us there as well. This gives us even more reason for why we ought to be active out in the public 



square with the truth of God and His gospel as we interact with all the varieties that will come 
our way. Paul as he went into Athens saw all the false religion and he had a righteous indignation 
about all he witnessed, so he did something about it. Are we doing the same today with all the 
false religion that is both inside and outside the church? 

Jesus also had a holy love and grief. Upon coming to the tomb of Lazarus Jesus wept. 
This weeping was different than Mary and the Jews earlier. Theirs was a loud wailing even with 
a sense of hopelessness to it. Jesus’s was a quiet shedding of tears. This was both a deeper 
emotion toward sin and a deep emotion of love toward Lazarus even though He knew He was 
going to raise Lazarus from the dead. He knew the outcome of this first physical death and He 
still wept. Jesus was fully human and felt full human emotion. And one of the deepest emotions 
we can have is love for someone else and that love deepens when it shows itself in the grief of 
loss. We can see what Isaiah 53:3 says about Jesus come to life here, because Jesus was a man of 
sorrows and He was acquainted with grief. This should give us a picture of what grief should 
look like. We should know that death is the final effect of sin, so that ought to give us a grounded 
perspective in reality and in peace and in hope. In reality, because death is due to sin. In peace, 
because God is sovereign, good, and righteous in all His does, in all His purpose. In hope, 
because if salvation has truly come to someone and when they die then they have now fully 
obtained the eternal inheritance that has been waiting for them in Christ. This should also give us 
a picture that it is ok to grieve. We are humans and when another human that we love dies then 
grief is a proper human emotion. But, grieving is good when it is not in despair and hopelessness, 
but in worship and peace, trusting in the sovereign Lord and His purposes. 

And as we look at these emotions of Jesus we must recognize them in the context of His 
substitutionary work. He went through far more than any of us will ever go through and He did it 
for sinners, in their place. What makes it true that He went through far more than we ever will is 
that He was sinless. So in this indignation, agitation, and grief He goes through it with a sinless 
nature and a sinless response. He is so much further from the effects of sin than we will ever be 
and that magnifies how heavy it was for Him to go through what He did. So with this we need to 
see that He hates our sin with a pure, righteous anger and that is why He came to redeem and that 
is why He faithfully continues to refine His people. We also need to see His love for His sheep, 
the sheep that go through a lot hardship and in the end physical death, which is painful for us. 
His emotion is turned toward His own all for their own good. So in turn we can run to Jesus with 
a trust in His never-ending grace and we can fall at His feet with a forgiven love and a 
thankfulness for who He is and what He has done. In that God will stir emotion, genuine emotion 
coming from the new heart that is fixed on Him. When those emotions come let us express them 
free from any burdens knowing that we do not seek the approval of man, but we express great 
thankfulness as we are in the approval of God in Christ alone. Out of that ought to come real 
emotion. 


